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Multilayer Effects on Microstrip Antennas for
Their Integration With Mechanical Structures
Chisang You, Manos M. Tentzeris, Senior Member, IEEE, and Woonbong Hwang

Abstract—The effect of multilayer geometry on microstrip antennas is investigated for the design of antenna-integrated mechanical structure. Changes in the gain of antenna due to the geometry
have been determined using a transmission line analogy. Design of
high-gain antenna in bandwidth is proposed away from structural
resonance. Experiments are done on microstrip antennas covered
by superstrates in order to verify high-gain conditions theoretically derived herein. The off-resonant conditions that use practical
materials of moderate thickness make it possible to design the antenna-integrated mechanical structure with the perfect integration
of high mechanical and electrical performances.
Index Terms—Composite structure, embedded antenna, gain enhancement, integrated antenna, mechanical structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Antenna in load-bearing structural surface.

I

N THE LAST TEN years, research has been undertaken on
the embedding of antennas in load-bearing structural surfaces of aircraft to improve both structural efficiency and antenna performance (Fig. 1) [1]–[3]. Structure, material and antenna designers have joined forces to develop this new high
payoff technology called conformal load-bearing antenna structure (CLAS) [3]. Innovative integration of antenna elements
should significantly improve the reception quality and manufacturability of vehicles [4]. In order to design the load-bearing
antenna structure, we have proposed antenna-integrated composite structure as shown in Fig. 2 [5]–[7].
In [5], [6], the antenna-integrated composite structure was designed using the structural optimization and we reported that
high gain was obtained by the structural resonance. To overcome
low gain of microstrip antenna, a gain enhancement method relying on structural resonance has been proposed and discussed
[8]–[12]. This method involves the addition of a superstrate
layer over the substrate. It is referred to as the resonance gain
method. By choosing the thicknesses of the substrate and the superstrate layers, a very large gain can be realized. For the practical application, the resonance gain method has been studied
using moment method [10]. This resonance gain method involves a limited structural geometry, resonant frequency drift,
narrow impedance bandwidth and does not provide a design
guide for wide bandwidth.
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Fig. 2. Microstrip antenna embedded in composite structure.

Fig. 3. Superstrate-substrate geometry for theoretical investigation.

In [11], [12], it was suggested that the resonant condition can
always be satisfied by adjusting the superstrate position and
the value of the resonant gain is a function of the thickness
of the superstrate. However, all high-gain conditions obtained
by geometrical optimization are not the result of the structural
resonance. So far, no research has ever looked at the multilayer effects on microstrip antennas away from the structural
resonance.
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Fig. 4. Transmission line analogy of superstrate-substrate geometry.

Fig. 5. Maximum voltage strength in transmission line with the change of
lengths, t and B .
Fig. 6. High-gain curves by superstrate-substrate thicknesses, t and B .

In this paper, the multilayer effects on microstrip antennas
are investigated for their integration with mechanical structure.
Superstrate-substrate geometry is theoretically analyzed using a
transmission line analogy. Experiments are done on microstrip
antennas covered by superstrates and compared with the theoretical data.
II. SUPERSTRATE-SUBSTRATE GEOMETRY
The antenna-integrated composite structure is previously introduced in Fig. 2. Since the change of antenna performances
depends on the superstrate (outer composite material), the upper
part from the antenna is considered. The theoretical model is
a dipole-embedded substrate with the addition of a superstrate
over the substrate, as shown in Fig. 3 [8]. The electric dipole is
embedded within a grounded substrate of thickness with relative permittivity and permeability , . On top of the substrate
is a superstrate layer of thickness with relative permittivity and
permeability , . Above the top substrate is free space, with
total permittivity and permeability , . In this theoretical investigation, material loss is not considered since the degradation
in gain in the two-layer structure is very acceptable with a reasonable material loss [12].

A convenient way to analyze the strength of radiation from
this antenna structure is by transmission line analogy [8]–[10].
By reciprocity, the
and
fields at a point
are the
same as the field at the dipole, due to an infinitesimal dipole
source at , in the and direction. The field near the layered structure due to this reciprocity source is essentially a plane
wave, and hence can be accounted for by modeling each layer as
a transmission line [8]. The
field corresponds to an field
from the reciprocity source in the plane of incidence, while the
field corresponds to an incident field normal to the plane
of incidence. The following field expressions can be written in
spherical coordinates:

(1)
(2)

where the functions
and
represent the voltages at
in transmission line analogy in Fig. 4. From (1) and
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Fig. 7. Voltage in transmission line at resonance and off-resonance.

(2) the gain at angles
be expressed as

referred to an isotropic radiator can
Fig. 8. Resonance gain versus
= 1).



"

of superstrate-substrate geometry (

=

(3)
The voltages in the line are the results of multiple reflections
at the junctions by a normally incident wave; they depend on
- and
-line lengths, and , characteristic impedances,
and
, and propagation constants, and . The voltage
in the
line by an incident wave of strength 1 can then be
written as

(4)
is a total reflection coefficient of an incident wave
where
at
, which is the sum of partial reflections resulting
from two more junctions at
and
. Within the
and
lines, waves bounce back and forth between the two
bounding junctions, some penetrating into the other coupling
lines. The total voltages on the
and
lines, respectively
are the sum of the total traveling wave in
-direction and the
wave in
-direction. Therefore

(5)
and

(6)
and
are the magnitude of the total
where
traveling wave in
- and
-direction, respectively.
The variation of maximum voltage strength in the transmission line (
line) is shown in Fig. 5 with the parametric change
of lengths, and . The maximum values, being at the centers

Fig. 9. Resonance gain versus frequency of superstrate-substrate geometry
(" = 2:1,  =  = 1).

of the black regions show up every half-wavelength distance in
both and , called the resonant condition since this kind of
maximum voltage transfer happens when the circuit system is in
resonance. The dipole should be located where voltage strength
is highest. In the resonance case of
, the antenna is
.
located in the middle of the substrate,
At the resonant condition, transmission line acts as a quarter
wave transformer so that the impedance at
is noted
and the total reflection coefficient for this case
that
is
. The high-gain curve in Fig. 6 is the geometrical
relationship between the superstrate and substrate thicknesses,
and , at high gain, obtained from the variation of maximum
voltage strength in transmission-line, and includes resonant
and off-resonant conditions. This high-gain curve is effective
finding the highest gain with any thickness of superstrate. For
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Fig. 10. Gain and bandwidth variations for high-gain condition (the geometry follows the high-gain curve for a given superstrate thickness, t) (a) Gain variation
and (b) bandwidth variation.

Fig. 11. Microstrip antenna covered by superstrate for experimental
investigation.

Fig. 13. Prepared superstrate-covered antenna structure.

gain is produced with
. The asymptotic formula for gain
follows from (3) that
at

(7)

Fig. 12. Microstrip antenna for experiments (designed at 12.2 GHz) (a) MA1
(patch length: 7.7 width: 13.4 mm). (b) MA2 (upper patch: 7.6
, lower
).
patch: 8.0

mm

mm

2

example, high gain can be obtained in the substrate thickness
when superstrate thickness
. Fig. 7
shows the voltage distribution in the transmission line at resonant and off-resonant conditions. The resonant circuit provides
the maximum voltage transfer from the incident voltage wave
to the line voltage strength.

III. GAIN AND BANDWIDTH
For the thinnest layers possible in resonant condition, it is
observed that the superstrate is quarter wavelength, the bottom
substrate is half-wavelength thick, and dipole is in the middle of
the bottom substrate. Under the resonant condition, a very high

is the voltage at
and can be replaced
where
by
because they are the same at
. Fig. 8 shows
gain versus for some different values. Higher gain can be
obtained with higher .
The bandwidth is inversely proportional to gain, which sets a
limit to an achievable gain, gain bandwidth is determined here
as

(8)
where and are half-power frequencies. Fig. 9 shows variations of gain with frequencies in resonant conditions. A higher
gives not only a greater gain, but also greater change in the
gain away from the resonant frequency. Fig. 10 shows the gain
and bandwidth variation in the high-gain condition. When the
geometry is closer to resonance, the narrower bandwidth as well
as the higher gain is obtained. This is the fundamental restriction. Therefore, the off-resonant condition with a thin superstrate is practically suited to a high-gain antenna in bandwidth.
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TABLE I
SUPERSTRATE MATERIALS FOR EXPERIMENTS

IV. EXPERIMENTS
The theoretical model is an electric dipole embedded in the
substrate with the addition of a superstrate over the substrate.
For the practical application, this technique is applied to a microstrip antenna above which the superstrate is placed, as shown
in Fig. 11. The substrate thickness, , does not influence on the
gain, therefore it can be arbitrarily determined in accordance
with the design of the patch antenna [11], [12]. Thickness, position and property of a superstrate are the key design factors for
the gain enhancement in practice.
Two types of microstrip antennas are prepared at the central
frequency of 12.2 GHz. One is a conventional microstrip patch
antenna, and the other is a stacked-patch microstrip antenna. For
convenience, the microstrip antenna with one patch is named
MA1 and the antenna with stacked patches is MA2. Fig. 12
shows the designed structures of MA1 and MA2. MA2 has two
radiating patches that interact with each other to make dual resonances and a wide bandwidth [14], [15]. The two patches are
separated by honeycomb that gives a mechanical stability as
well as a free space. RT/duroid 5880 (
,
)
is used for substrates for the antennas.
Dielectric superstrates for the high-gain conditions are prepared and listed in Table I. High-gain condition is experimentally set up with the fabricated antennas and the prepared superstrates as shown in Fig. 13. The condition is found by changing
the position of the superstrate layer and measuring a gain, and
the position at maximum gain is recorded.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The theoretical and experimental relationships between the
thickness, and position, of the superstrate at the high-gain
condition are presented in Fig. 14. The theoretical curves are
obtained from the transmission-line analogy with
. The
experimental distance, is slightly smaller than the theoretical
results for both MA1 and MA2.

Fig. 14. Measured high-gain conditions.

Changes of resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth are
investigated. Measurements are performed with a Network Analyzer 8510 under laboratory conditions. Fig. 15(a) shows results for MA1. All antennas have a shift in resonant frequency,
which depends on the thickness and dielectric constant of superstrate; that is, the higher the gain, the more the resonant frequency shifts. The bandwidth also changes along the resonant
frequency. It becomes narrower in antennas that experience a
greater shift in resonant frequency. The impedance characteristics for MA2 are shown in Fig. 15(b). The frequency shift is
much tempered by their wide bandwidth. However, the return
loss more goes up as the geometry is closer to resonance. For
superstrates of
and
, and
and
, the effect is so strong that the wideband effect
disappears.
A frequency shift due to the existence of a superstrate above
the antenna is seen. The resonant frequency of a microstrip antenna covered with a superstrate layer can be determined when
the effective dielectric constant of the structure is known. The
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Fig. 15. Measured return losses at high-gain conditions (superstrate position, B is marked in Fig. 14 for each measurement). (a) MA1 and (b) MA2.

Fig. 16. Measured gain enhancement at high-gain conditions (superstrate position, B is marked in Fig. 14 for each measurement).

change in the resonant frequency relative to the case without superstrate may be expressed as [13]

(9)
with
(10)

where and
are the effective dielectric constant with and
without superstrate, respectively, and is the patch width and
is the substrate thickness of dielectric constant . From (9),
it is explained that greater change in resonant frequency means
greater change in effective dielectric constant. The smaller experimental distance, than in theory in Fig. 14 is also explained
with the change in effective dielectric constant. It is important
to determine the effect of a superstrate layer on the impedance
characteristics of the antenna in order to introduce appropriate
corrections in the design parameters, such as the feed position
and impedance matching.

Radiation patterns are measured in an anechoic chamber. The
gain of the antenna is determined by using a standard gain horn
antenna (SAS-585, A. H. Systems Inc.) that is also measured in
the same condition. The gain enhancements at high-gain conditions are shown in Fig. 16. The gains of MA1 and MA2 are
8.1 and 8.2 dBi, respectively. The higher gain is enhanced as
the geometry is closer to resonance and the superstrate has a
higher dielectric constant. The radiation patterns are presented
in Fig. 17. The radiation pattern without the superstrate is superimposed; all patterns are H-plane patterns of symmetric shape
to facilitate comparison. Higher gain antennas have a radiation
pattern of narrower beamwidth. An explanation is that the superstrate concentrates the beam by turning the incoming spherical
phase front into an outgoing plane one such as a microwave lens
[16]–[19].
Antenna-integrated composite structure is designed using
the high-gain condition that involves the sandwich geometry.
Fig. 18 shows detailed design result. The embedded antenna
is MA2 in Fig. 12(b) and the superstrate layer is glass/epoxy
and
). For the high-gain concomposites (
dition, honeycomb of 10 mm thickness
is placed. Fig. 19
shows the radiation patterns of fabricated structure. It has
gain 11.2 dBi at the central frequency of 12.2 GHz. Gains
in bandwidth do not change significantly; they are 11.91 dBi
at 11.7 GHz and 12.25 dBi at 12.75 GHz, and the radiation
patterns are almost the same. By exploiting high-gain condition
at off-resonance, the perfect integration is confirmed without
reducing either of mechanical and electrical performances.
VI. CONCLUSION
The gain of an antenna can be further increased by multilayer
geometry. The resonant condition is the maximum gain condition by the structural resonance, but the degradation of antenna
performances, such as frequency drift and narrow impedance
bandwidth is followed by the high gain in a practical application.
The high-gain condition at off-resonance, which is a significant
new concept, should be applied in a real design of high-gain antennas that takes the bandwidth into account. It makes it possible
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Fig. 17. Measured radiation patterns at high-gain conditions (superstrate position, B is marked in Fig. 14 for each measurement). (a) MA1 and (b) MA2.
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